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ABSTRACT Coarse-grained (CG) models of large biomolecular complexes enable simulations of these systems over long
timescales that are not accessible for atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. A systematic methodology, called essen-
tial dynamics coarse-graining (ED-CG), has been developed for deﬁning coarse-grained sites in a large biomolecule. The
method variationally determines the CG sites so that key dynamic domains in the protein are preserved in the CG representation.
The original ED-CG method relies on a principal component analysis (PCA) of a MD trajectory. However, for many large proteins
and multi-protein complexes such an analysis may not converge or even be possible. This work develops a new ED-CG scheme
using an elastic network model (ENM) of the protein structure. In this procedure, the low-frequency normal modes obtained by
ENM are used to deﬁne dynamic domains and to deﬁne the CG representation accordingly. Themethod is then applied to several
proteins, such as the HIV-1 CA protein dimer, ATP-bound G-actin, and the Arp2/3 complex. Numerical results show that ED-CG
with ENM (ENM-ED-CG) is much faster than ED-CG with PCA because no MD is necessary. The ENM-ED-CG models also
capture functional essential dynamics of the proteins almost as well as those using full MD with PCA. Therefore, the ENM-
ED-CGmethodmay be better suited to coarse-grain a very large biomolecule or biomolecular complex that is too computationally
expensive to be simulated by conventional MD, or when a high resolution atomic structure is not even available.
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Coarse-grained (CG) models of complex biomolecules
enable one to simulate large biological systems over longer
effective timescales than atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations (1). Therefore various CG approaches
have been developed with rapidly growing interest, accord-
ing to different principles (2–4). Generally speaking, a CG
model is defined by reducing the large number of degrees
of freedom in a biomolecule into a significantly smaller set
of CG sites. Once the number of CG sites for a given system
has been determined, an important consideration is where to
place them, i.e., how to establish a reasonable mapping
between the atomistic and CG levels of resolution.
Among different CG methodologies, elastic network
models (ENMs) have attracted considerable interest (5–11).
In a typical ENM, each residue is represented by one CG
site (usually located at the position of its Ca atom). The inter-
actions between Ca atoms that are within a cutoff distance
are harmonic (spring potentials), and the spring constants
in the network can be uniform (5) or heterogeneous
(12,13). ENMs have proven to be very popular because of
the following advantages. They are simple to implement
and only a single structure is needed (7). They can provide
valuable information on functional dynamics of a large
biomolecule or biomolecular complex without computation-
ally-expensive MD data (14–17). They can also be fruit-
fully used to fit cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) data
(18–20).
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in each residue are mapped onto the position of each Ca
atom. However, in some cases a CG model with a resolution
lower than ENM (typical one site per residue) is needed for
a large biomolecule (21–25). Beyond the resolution of indi-
vidual residues, it becomes increasingly difficult to choose
a CG mapping based on intuition alone. We have addressed
this challenge previously by developing a systematic and
quantitative methodology to define a relatively small number
of CG sites for a large biomolecule, called essential
dynamics coarse-graining (ED-CG) (26). In particular, this
approach variationally determines a CG representation that
preserves the important functional dynamics (the so-called
essential dynamics (27)) of the biomolecule. In Zhang
et al. (26), the essential dynamics of the biomolecule were
characterized by principal component analysis (PCA) of an
atomistic MD trajectory (27–29).
This study introduces what we believe to be a new ED-CG
scheme using an ENM. Instead of a PCA derived from
a computationally expensive and potentially even infeasible
MD trajectory, the low-frequency normal modes calculated
by ENM are used to characterize the functional essential
dynamics of the system. Therefore the CG mapping can be
defined quickly from a single structure of the biomolecule
without carrying out an MD simulation and PCA analysis.
We anticipate that this approach, denoted ENM-ED-CG,
will be of significant use and will also help to provide key
insight into functionally important domains of proteins and
multi-protein complexes, especially in terms of their primary
amino acid sequences.
In the subsequent sections, an ENM, also called an aniso-
tropic network model (6), will be reviewed, followed by the
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.08.007
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ical underpinning when using ENM instead of PCA for
ED-CG. The resulting method is then applied to several
proteins. The first two are the HIV-1 CA protein dimer and
ATP-bound globular actin (G-actin), and the results are
compared with the ED-CG models developed using MD
with PCA. The third application is the actin-related protein
(Arp) 2/3 complex in both the inactive and active states,
which is the first time ED-CG is carried out for such a large
multi-protein complex. Concluding remarks are provided to
summarize this work.
THEORY AND METHODS
ENM
In our method, an ENM called an anisotropic network model (6), is used
because protein fluctuations are generally anisotropic (30–32). Both the direc-
tion of the collective motion as well as its magnitude is important to consider
as each has been related to protein function. Frequently in this approach, only
the positions of Ca atoms are used. There is, however, no inherent restriction
on the number of CG sites or the number of atoms or residues they represent.
The harmonic potential of the elastic network can be written as
V ¼
X
i; j>i
1
2
kijDr
2
ij: (1)
Here, Drij ¼ rij  r0ij is the fluctuation between atoms i and j, where r0ij is
their equilibrium distance, and kij is spring constant, which is given by
kij ¼
c if rij%rcs
102c if rcs < rij%rcm
104c if rcm < rij%rcl
0 if rij > rcl
;
8><
>>: (2)
where c is a constant. There are three cut-off distances, which are used to
model interactions from strong to weak. The parameter rcs is the short cut-
off distance of the first interaction shell, and rcm and rcl are the middle and
long cut-off distances, respectively. Thus, the heterogeneous ENM approxi-
mates a wide range of interactions in the atomistic model. In this article, the
three cut-off distances were taken as 7, 11, and 15 A˚, respectively.
In the case of n atoms, the position of atom i is ri, with components
denoted by rix x ¼ 1,2,3. The second derivatives of the overall potential
(Eq. 1) can be organized in a Hessian matrix H˛R3n  R3n
H ¼
2
664
h11 h12 / h1n
h21 h22 / h2n
« «
hn1 hn2 / hnn
3
775: (3)
The term hij˛R3  R3 is a super-element in H. The off-diagonal super-
elements (is j) are given by
hij ¼
2
64 v
2V=vri1vrj1 v
2V=vri1vrj2 v
2V=vri1vrj3
v2V=vri2vrj1 v
2V=vri2vrj2 v
2V=vri2vrj3
v2V=vri3vrj1 v
2V=vri3vrj2 v
2V=vri3vrj3
3
75; (4)
where
v2V=vrixvrjy ¼ kij

rjx  rix

rjy  riy

r2ij

rij ¼ r0ij
: (5)
The diagonal super-elements (i ¼ j) are given by
hii ¼
2
64 v
2V=vr2i1 v
2V=vri1vri2 v
2V=vri1vri3
v2V=vri2vri1 v
2V=vr2i2 v
2V=vri2vri3
v2V=vri3vri1 v
2V=vri3vri2 v
2V=vr2i3
3
75; (6)
where
v2V=vrixvriy ¼
X
jsi
kij

rjx  rix

rjy  riy

r2ij

rij ¼ r0ij
: (7)
The Hessian matrix H (Eq. 3) can be diagonalized to yield a matrix of eigen-
vectors and corresponding eigenvalues
H

ix; jy
 ¼ X3n
q¼ 1
Jixq lqJ
jy
q : (8)
Here Jixq and J
jy
q are two components corresponding to the x (¼1, 2, 3)
coordinate of atom i and the y (¼1, 2, 3) coordinate of atom j, respectively,
in the eigenvector Jq˛R3n (normal mode), which is the qth column of the
matrixJ˛R3n  R3n. There are 3n eigenvalues lq in total, of which the first
six are zero because they are associated with the overall translations and
rotations of the system. It should be noted here that a relatively long cut-
off (rd ¼ 15 A˚) was used to avoid more than six zero eigenvalues (6).
Each nonzero eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector reflects the normal
mode frequency and Cartesian components of this mode, respectively.
Different choices of the constant c (Eq. 2) will only change the eigenvalues,
but not the eigenvectors. Many studies have indicated the first few low-
frequency normal modes represent functionally important motions in
biomolecules, which is further discussed in two reviews (28,29).
The ENM-ED-CG method
The details of the ED-CG methodology are described in Zhang et al. (26).
The original ED-CG used the essential PCA modes of a MD trajectory to
systematically define CG sites in a protein from its primary amino acid
sequence. The atoms that move together in a highly correlated fashion
(a dynamic domain) are mapped into a CG site by minimizing the residual
c2 ¼ 1
3N
XN
I¼ 1
1
nt
Xnt
t¼ 1
 X
i˛I
X
jRi˛I
DrEDi ðtÞ  DrEDj ðtÞ2
!
;
(9)
where N is the number of CG sites, nt is the number of configurations in the
MD trajectory, and DrEDi ðtÞ is the fluctuation of atom i in the essential
subspace at time t. If another atom j moves together with the atom i, the fluc-
tuation difference between them, jDrEDi ðtÞ  DrEDj ðtÞj2, will be very small.
Thus the two atoms should be grouped into the same CG site I. A CG model
defined by this algorithm can preserve dynamic domains, and therefore
approximate the functional essential dynamics of the biomolecule at the
CG level.
In the case of an ENM, there is only a single structure of the protein.
Therefore, Eq. 9 can be rewritten as
c2 ¼ 1
3N
XN
I¼ 1
X
i˛I
X
jRi˛I
hðDrEDi Þ22DrEDi ,DrEDj
þ ðDrEDj Þ2i; (10)
where hðDrEDi Þ2i is the mean-square fluctuation of atom i in the essential
subspace. According to the classical theory of networks (33),ðDriÞ2 ¼ kBT tr½h1ii ; (11)
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term h1ii ˛R
3  R3 is the ith super-element of the inverse matrix of H
ðH1˛R3n  R3nÞ, and tr½h1ii  refers to the trace of this 3  3 matrix, i.e.,
tr½h1ii  ¼
X3
x¼ 1
X3n
q¼ 7
Jixq l
1
q J
ix
q : (12)
As in PCA an essential subspace is defined, which consists of the first nED of
the normal modes with nonzero eigenvalues obtained by the ENM. In prac-
tice, nED ¼ 3N  6 because an N-site CG model has 3N  6
internal degrees of freedom. In this essential subspace, tr
	ðhEDÞ1ii 
 ¼P3
x¼1
PnEDþ6
q¼7
Jixq l
1
q J
ix
q , and then
hðDrEDi Þ2i ¼ kBTtr
h
hED
1
ii
i
: (13)
It follows that Eq. 10 may be recast in the following form:
c2 ¼ kBT
3N
XN
I¼ 1
X
i˛I
X
jRi˛I

tr
h
hED
1
ii
i
 2tr
h
hED
1
ij
i
þ tr
h
hED
1
jj
i
:
(14)
Different choices of the constant c will only change the absolute values of
the residual (Eq. 14), but will not affect the final ENM-ED-CG results.
In this study, the same numerical algorithms as in Zhang et al. (26) are
used to minimize the residual (Eq. 14) to obtain the best CG model that
reflects the low-frequency functional dynamics characterized by the ENM.
If one wants to place N CG sites in a protein, the same number of dynamic
domains will be determined first. These domains are assumed to be contig-
uous on the primary sequence, so they can be chosen by determining N-1
boundary atoms (the last atom in each domain) that partition the primary
sequence of the protein. Initially the N-1 boundary atoms (called
a boundary-atom set) are located along the primary sequence randomly,
then the residual (Eq. 14) is minimized by variationally adjusting the loca-
tions of these boundary atoms, using a global simulated annealing (34)
followed by a local steepest descent search. After the boundary-atom set
with the minimum residual is determined, the center-of-mass of each
dynamic domain is chosen as a CG site. In this way the optimal partitioning
of the primary sequence into CG sites is determined, and the resulting CG
model may in principle explore conformational space while keeping the
underlying protein primary sequence intact.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HIV-1 CA protein dimer and ATP-bound
G-actin
We have previously used the ED-CG scheme with PCA of
atomistic MD trajectories to obtain ED-CG models for the
HIV-1 CA dimer and ATP-bound G-actin (26). Herein CG
models of these two systems are also built by ENM-ED-
CG of a single structure to compare with those obtained
from MD with PCA.
The HIV-1 CA protein dimer
The HIV-1 CA protein is the basic building block of the
HIV-1 virus capsid, and there are ~1,500 monomers in the
capsid (35). Because each CA protein has >200 residues,
it is valuable to determine just a few CG sites (a much lower
resolution than a typical ENM) in the protein to model the
capsid assembly process efficiently. A structure of the CA
protein dimer was used, and symmetry was enforced
between the two monomers as in Zhang et al. (26). There
are 220 residues in each monomer (residue numbers are
1–220 and 221–440, respectively). Symmetry means if the
atom i is a CG boundary atom in one monomer, the atom
i þ 220 is also a boundary atom in the other monomer.
The symmetric ED-CG four-, six-, and eight-site models
of the CA dimer were built with ENM, respectively. The
ENM-ED-CG results are in shown Table 1, and the corre-
sponding ED-CG models with PCA (26) are also listed for
comparison. To define a symmetric ENM-ED-CG four-site
model of the CA dimer to approximate the first six nonzero
ENM modes, only one boundary atom needs to be deter-
mined. All the possible positions for this boundary atom
are from 1 to 219. After a thorough search, the atom 127
has the minimum residual as a boundary to define the
symmetric ENM-ED-CG four-site model (the boundary in
the other monomer is 127 þ 220 ¼ 347) (Table 1). This
result is very close to the ED-CG model obtained with MD
and PCA (the boundary atom is 131). Importantly, the
symmetric ENM-ED-CG four-site model naturally separates
the N-terminal and C-terminal domains in each monomer
(Fig. 1 a) as well as the symmetric ED-CG four-site model
obtained with MD and PCA (Fig. 1 b). In the case of the
symmetric ENM-ED-CG six-site model, there are two
boundary atoms, from 1 to 219, to be determined. 200
different initial boundary-atom sets (with two boundary
atoms in each set) were generated randomly and minimized
respectively to test the convergence of the ED-CG models.
The final ENM-ED-CG model is the one with the minimum
residual (Table 1), and all of the 200 sets converged to this
model. The same thing was done to build the symmetric
ENM-ED-CG eight-site model, and 78 out of the 200 sets
(with three boundary atoms in each set) converged to the
one with the minimum residual (Table 1). The ENM-ED-
CG six-site and eight-site models are almost the same as
TABLE 1 Symmetric ED-CG models of the HIV-1 CA protein
dimer obtained by ENM and PCA
NCG* ENM
y PCAz
4 1–127x, 128–220,
221–347, 348–440
1–131, 132–220,
221–351, 352–440
6 1–70, 71–133, 134–220,
221–291, 292–353, 354–440
1–72, 73–134, 135–220,
221–292, 293–354, 355–440
8 1–26, 27–75, 76–133, 134–220,
221–246, 247–295, 296–353,
354–440
1–23, 24–75, 76–134,
135–220, 221–243, 244–295,
296–354, 355–440
*Number of CG sites.
yED-CG models obtained by ENM.
zED-CG models obtained by PCA.
xThe first and the last C atoms of a dynamic domain, and the CG site is the
center-of-mass of this domain.
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(Table 1). The dominant motion in the CA dimer is a collec-
tive motion between the N-terminal and C-terminal domains,
which is captured by both ENM of a single structure
(Fig. 1 a) and PCA of the atomistic MD trajectory (Fig. 1 b).
To quantitatively compare essential subspaces spanned by
the two sets of eigenvectors from PCA-MD and ENM, the
overlap between the two essential subspaces was calculated
by their root mean-square inner product (RMSIP) (36)
RMSIP ¼
 
1
nED
XnED
p¼ 1
XnED þ 6
q¼ 7

JPCAp  JENMq
2!1=2
: (15)
When the two essential subspaces are identical, their RMSIP
is 1. The RMSIP values between the PCA and ENM modes for
nED ¼ 6, 12, and 18 are 0.72, 0.68, and 0.73, respectively.
Even between the first PCA and the first ENM mode, the
RMSIP is as high as 0.72 (nED ¼ 1). The first mode is domi-
nant to protein dynamics in both PCA and ENM (Fig. 1),
which may explain why the ED-CG models of the HIV-1
CA dimer, obtained using ENM and PCA, are so similar.
ATP-bound G-actin
G-actin has 375 residues, which is the subunit of the actin
filament (37). Low resolution CG models of G-actin have
been quite useful to explore mesoscopic properties of the
actin filament, thus providing a possible link between the
protein conformation and the elastic properties of the cyto-
skeleton (21,22). An intuitive four-site model of G-actin,
which consists of seven contiguous domains, was used in
Chu and Voth (21,22). Therefore, an intuitive seven-site
model of G-actin can be defined by using the seven contig-
uous domain in the intuitive four-site model (Fig. 2 a),
which has the CG sites in the primary sequence (1–32,
33–69, 70–144, 145–180, 181–269, 270–337, 338–375),
where the numbers in the brackets correspond to individual
residues.
To define the ENM-ED-CG seven-site model of G-actin
to capture the dynamics of the first 15 ENM modes, 200
different initial boundary-atom sets (with six boundary
atoms in each set) were minimized, respectively. Ninety-
seven of the 200 initial sets converged to the minimum-
residual ENM-ED-CG model (Fig. 2 b), which is (1–42,
43–51, 52–137, 138–223, 224–251, 252–332, 333–375).
The corresponding ED-CG model obtained from MD with
PCA (Fig. 2 c) is (1–37, 38–51, 52–115, 116–191, 192–252,
253–324, 325–375). The two ED-CG seven-site models
show similarities and differences. As seen in Fig. 2 (b and
c), four of seven domains in the two models (colored by
black, red, orange, and magenta) have very similar features.
Importantly, the DNase I-binding loop (DB loop, residues
40–48), which is crucial in filament polymerization (38–
40), is identified as a distinct CG site in both ED-CG models.
Three domains (colored blue, cyan, and green) are, however,
somewhat different. The RMSIP (Eq. 15) between the PCA
and ENM essential subspaces is 0.65 when nED ¼ 15, but the
RMSIP between the first PCA and the first ENM mode (nED
¼ 1) is only 0.35. The RMSIP values for G-actin are
FIGURE 1 Functional domain motion in the HIV-1 CA
protein dimer. (a) The lowest-frequency normal mode
calculated by ENM. The domains are colored according
to the symmetric ENM-ED-CG four-site model: (1–127)
red; (128–220) green; (221–347) red; and (348–440) green.
(b) The first PCA mode with the largest eigenvalue. The
domains are colored according to the symmetric ED-CG
four-site model from MD with PCA: (1–131) red;
(132–220) green; (221–351) red; and (351–440) green.
Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5 were created using VMD (60).
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between the ENM-ED-CG and MD-PCA model of G-actin
is consistently not as high as those of the CA dimer (Table 1).
FIGURE 2 Seven-site models of the ATP-bound G-actin. (a) The intuitive
model (1–32): black; (33–69) red; (70–144) blue; (145–180) cyan; (181–
269) green; (270–337) orange; and (338–375) magenta. (b) The ENM-
ED-CG model (1–42): black (43–51); red; (52–137) blue; (138–223)
cyan; (224–251) green; (252–332) orange; and (333–375) magenta.
(c) The ED-CG model from MD with PCA (1–37): black (38–51); red;
(52–115) blue; (116–191) cyan; (192–252) green; (253–324) orange;
(325–375) magenta.The results from the different G-actin models highlight the
need to quantify the differences between the alternative
approaches for defining CG sites. The two ED-CG models
(denoted here as A and B) have the same primary sequence
(the same number of amino acids, n). For one residue i, its
CG-site label in the model A is defined as IAi , which
means the residue i is in the CG site I of the model A. The
CG-site label of the residue i in the model B is similarly
JBi . In the case of the seven-site models of G-actin, CG sites
are labeled from 1 to 7, that is, IAi ; J
B
i ¼ 1; 2; .; 7.
A CG sequence similarity factor si can be defined for each
residue
si ¼
1 IAi ¼ JBi
0 IAi sJ
B
i
:
(
(16)
If IAi ¼ JBi that means the residue i has the same CG-site
labels in the two models, this residue contributes to the
sequence similarity between the two models (si ¼ 1), other-
wise si ¼ 0. The total CG sequence similarity between the
two CG models is then calculated as
SAB ¼ 1
n
Xn
i¼ 1
si; (17)
where n is used as a normalization factor. The similarity
between two CG models is therefore a number between
0 and 1 (SAB ¼ 1 means the two models are identical). In
general, an alignment is carried out before calculating SAB.
That is to say, the labels of CG sites in the model B are
adjusted according to the CG-site labels in the model A, to
make SAB maximal. In the above example of G-actin, the
CG sequence similarity between the two ED-CG seven-site
models (with PCA and ENM, respectively) is 0.82. This
value supports idea that the ENM-ED-CG method can
provide CG models that are comparable to those obtained
with the more computationally demanding MD þ PCA
ED-CG approach. The residual of the ENM-ED-CG model
based on the PCA modes form MD is 2297.9, which is
comparable to the MD-derived ED-CG model with the
minimum residual 2088.7. The two ED-CG seven-site
models are also compared with the intuitive seven-site
model, respectively. The CG sequence similarity between
the ENM-ED-CG model and the intuitive model is 0.73,
and the value between the MD-derived ED-CG model
and the intuitive model is 0.75. Both ED-CG seven-site
models of G-actin have pretty high CG sequence similarities
to the intuitive seven-site model. Interestingly, the intuitive
seven-site model has a PCA residual of 2447.5, which is
larger than the both ED-CG seven-site models.
Multi-protein complexes
Large protein complexes are complicated multi-protein
structures that can benefit from being expressed in a CG
representation, whereas at the same time they may be
Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2327–2337
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such, this study shows how the ENM-ED-CG approach can
be applied to one such example.
Actin-related protein (Arp) 2/3 complex
Arp2/3 complex is a stable assembly comprised of seven
protein subunits (41). There are two actin-related proteins
(Arp2 and Arp3), which are stabilized by five additional
protein subunits (ARPC1, ARPC2, ARPC3, ARPC4, and
ARPC5) (Fig. 3). The Arp2/3 complex is responsible for
nucleating branched actin filaments (‘‘daughter filaments’’)
on the sides of existing older (‘‘mother’’) filaments
(42–44). The complex is intrinsically inactive (Fig. 3 a),
but it can be activated (Fig. 3 b) by interacting with regula-
tory proteins called nucleation-promoting factors and with
the side of a mother filament (45–50).
An ENM-ED-CG model was constructed for the inactive
and the active Arp2/3 complexes, based on their respective
structures. The inactive state was taken from a high resolution
crystal structure (PDB accession number: 1K8K) with 1/2 of
the Arp2 subunit residues not resolved (43). These missing
residues were estimated via homology modeling (51). The
active state was obtained from a 3D model of the actin-
Arp2/3 branch junction, which was obtained from low resolu-
tion fitting of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) data and
remodeling of the high resolution Arp2/3 structure (52).
The Arp2/3 system used in this study has 1923 amino acid
residues in the seven subunits plus one ATP and one ADP.
As in actin Arp2 and Arp3 bind an adenosine nucleotide.
Our system contained ATP-bound Arp3 and ADP-bound
Arp2 to reflect the physiological conditions during Arp2/3
activation. To build the ENM, each amino acid residue
was taken to have one site (the position of the Ca atom),
the ATP molecule four sites (C5, C3*, PA, and PG), and
the ADP molecule three sites (C5, C3*, and PA). After
ENM normal modes were calculated, only n ¼ 1923 Ca
atoms were used to define ENM-ED-CG models.
The number of CG sites (N) that are needed to represent the
whole complex will depend on the properties one wants to
address in the CG modeling. In practice, one can predetermine
a certain number of ENM modes (nED) to be preserved in the
resulting CG model, such as the modes that contribute 90% of
the total fluctuations. This number of ENM modes will most
likely include all the major motions in the complex, such as
the protein-protein interactions between subunits. Then,
a CG model with the corresponding number of sites (N R
(nED þ 6)/3) is built such that the residual (Eq. 14) is below
a certain threshold (notice that the residual will be naturally
zero if the CG model goes back to the atomistic model). In
the Arp2/3 complex, both the Arp2 and Arp3 subunit share
a similar fold as G-actin (43). Therefore seven CG sites are
desirable in those two subunits, respectively, to compare
with the seven-site model of G-actin. According to the size
of the whole system, an ENM-ED-CG model with N ¼ 34
Biophysical Journal 97(8) 2327–2337sites was therefore built for the Arp2/3 complex in both states,
respectively. The first 96 (¼34  3  6) ENM modes were
used, which contribute ~90% of the total fluctuations.
To reduce the number of boundary atoms to be deter-
mined, it is reasonable to assume that a dynamic domain
does not cross subunits. That is to say, the C-terminal Ca
atom of each subunit is a natural boundary, and there are
34  7 ¼ 27 boundary atoms left to be determined. A total
of 400 different initial boundary-atom sets were used, and
the time cost for ENM-ED-CG of the Arp2/3 complex was
only ~2–3 h on a 2.4 GHz desktop personal computer.
FIGURE 3 Structures of the Arp2/3 complex at different states and their
ENM-ED-CG models. (a) The inactive state and its ENM-ED-CG 34-site
model. The number of CG sites in each subunit is: 7 in Arp2 (gray), 7 in
Arp3 (orange), 6 in ARPC1 (green), 5 in ARPC2 (cyan), 4 in ARPC3
(purple), 2 in ARPC4 (blue), and 3 in ARPC5 (yellow). (b) The active state
and its ENM-ED-CG 34-site model. The number of CG site in each subunit
(as the same order and colors as in a) is 7, 8, 5, 5, 4, 2, and 3, respectively.
ATP/ADP molecules are not shown because they are not included in ED-CG
analyses.
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different boundary-atom sets converged to the minimum-
residual model, the final 400 sets of the Arp2/3 complex indi-
cate a poor convergence. The model with the lowest residual
appears only once in all the 400 final sets, and many other
models have very close residuals to the lowest one. The
reason may come from the large number of permutations
to determine a certain number of boundary atoms from the
pool of Ca atoms. The total number of permutations of the
Arp2/3 complex optimization problem is

n 7
N  7

h
ðn 7Þ!=ððN  7Þ!ðn NÞ!Þ. For example, the number of
permutations to define a 34-site model is

1916
27

z1060
which is extremely large. There are many local minima
with similar residuals, so it will not likely obtain the global
minimum by simulated annealing. In the case of poor
convergence, it may not be a good strategy to just take the
model with the lowest residual because it appears only
once randomly in all the final sets and its residual is not
significantly lower than others.
FIGURE 4 Number of boundary atoms in each subunit of the inactive
Arp2/3 complex as a function of the 400 boundary-atom sets. The dotted
line shows the numbers in the 400 initial sets, and the solid line shows the
corresponding numbers in the final sets after minimization. The latter has
a much better convergence. (a) Arp2 subunit. (b) Arp3 subunit.Accordingly, the numbers of boundary atoms in each
subunit for each of the 400 sets were calculated. Fig. 4 shows
the cases of the Arp2 and Arp3 subunits in the inactive
Arp2/3 complex. In the 400 initial sets, the numbers of
boundary atoms in Arp2 vary from 0 to 13 (Fig. 4 a, dotted
line). However, these numbers are much better converged
(from 5 to 8) in the 400 final sets after minimization
(Fig. 4 a, solid line). It seems that six boundary atoms (seven
CG sites) in Arp2 are fairly optimal by taking the average
through all the 400 final sets. The results for Arp3 (Fig. 4 b)
also suggest the optimal number of CG sites in this subunit
is 7. Together with the other six subunits (ARPC1 to
ARPC5, data not shown), all the data support the notion
that the number of CG sites in each subunit is well converged
although the 400 final sets do not converge after minimiza-
tion. For the 34-site model of the inactive Arp2/3 complex,
the optimized numbers of CG sites in the seven subunits
are: 7 in Arp2, 7 in Arp3, 6 in ARPC1, 5 in ARPC2, 4 in
ARPC3, 2 in ARPC4, and 3 in ARPC5.
After determining the numbers of CG sites in all of the
subunits, the CG sites in each of them were then optimized,
separately. It should be emphasized here that one should still
use the ENM modes from the whole complex to compute
tr½ðhEDÞ1ij  in Eq. 14. to optimize the CG sites in each
subunit, separately. It is incorrect to calculate ENM modes
of each subunit alone, and then use these modes to define
CG sites in the subunit. The ENM modes from the separate
subunit do not include any mode related to interactions
between the subunits, thus the resulting CG model may not
represent protein-protein interactions properly. By this
‘‘divide and conquer’’ strategy, the number of permutations
can be largely reduced. Moreover, the convergence was good
in each subunit due to its much smaller size than the whole
complex. The 34-site model has a residual of 1153.0, which
is almost the same as the lowest residual (1151.9) from the
final 400 sets. In the latter model, the numbers of CG sites
in the seven subunits are: 7 in Arp2, 7 in Arp3, 6 in
ARPC1, 4 in ARPC2, 5 in ARPC3, 2 in ARPC4, and 3 in
ARPC5. By comparing the two 34-site models (divide and
conquer and the lowest-residual model, respectively), they
have different numbers of CG sites in the subunits ARPC2
and ARPC3 whereas their residuals are almost the same.
This result again indicates that there exist many local minima
with very similar residuals for the 34-site models of the
complex. The divide and conquer model takes the average
boundary-atom distribution among subunits from all the final
sets, which should be more robust than a single model with
a slightly lower residual.
The 34-site ENM-ED-CG models of the inactive and
active Arp2/3 complexes, obtained by the divide and
conquer procedure, are shown in Fig. 3. For the 34-site
model of the active state, the numbers of CG sites in the
seven subunits are: 7 in Arp2, 8 in Arp3, 5 in ARPC1, 5
in ARPC2, 4 in ARPC3, 2 in ARPC4, and 3 in ARPC5.
There are many similarities between the 34-site models at
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almost the same CG sites between the two states (Fig. 3).
ARPC1 has six CG sites at the inactive state, but has only
five at the active state. The first four CG sites in ARPC1
are very similar between the two states, whereas the last
two CG sites at the inactive state merge into one site at the
active state. The major differences between the two
states are shown in the Arp2 and Arp3 subunits, which
may come from their different essential subspaces. Because
ENM is base on a single structure, the ENM modes may be
different if there is a conformational change between the two
states (Fig. 3). Their RMSIP (Eq. 15) is 0.76 when nED ¼ 96.
In Arp2, there are seven CG sites for both states (Fig. 5, a
and b), and their CG sequence similarity (Eq. 17) is 0.74.
Arp3 has seven CG sites too at the inactive state (Fig. 5 c),
but eight sites at the active state (Fig. 5 d). Even with
different numbers of CG sites, they have a CG sequence
similarity of 0.77. The above comparison between the 34-
site models for the two states suggests that the Arp2 subunits
are most different between the two states, followed by the
Arp3 subunits. A proposed model of activation of the inac-
tive complex suggests that a substantial conformational
change is required to bring the Arp2 and Arp3 subunits
together (44). The Arp2 subunit moves most from its posi-
tion to overlap with the Arp3 subunit, to initiate the growth
of the daughter filaments (44,53). Therefore, it is reasonable
that the CG sites in the Arp2 subunit show the greatest differ-
ence between the two states. Interestingly, the seven-site
model of Arp2 in the active complex (Fig. 5 b) is very similar
to the intuitive seven-site model of G-actin (Fig. 2 a). Also
six CG sites in Arp3 at the active state (Fig. 5 d, red, blue,cyan, green, orange, and magenta, respectively) look similar
to the corresponding CG sites in the intuitive seven-site
model of G-actin. These would seem to support the current
hypothesis that the Arp2 and Arp3 subunits in the active
complex form the first two subunits in the daughter filament
(43,52).
CONCLUSIONS
ENMs of biomolecules are widely used in CG modeling to
study functional dynamics of proteins or supramolecular
complexes of proteins (5–13), in which an amino acid is
often reduced to one CG site (for example, at the position
of the Ca atom). A new ED-CG scheme has been imple-
mented here using ENM to define a CG model of a biomole-
cule with a much lower resolution than one site per residue,
which significantly extends our method developed previ-
ously (26). Coarse-grained normal modes are computed by
ENM, and these low-frequency modes are used to construct
a functionally important essential dynamics subspace. Then
the CG sites are variationally determined to preserve
dynamic domains and reflect essential dynamics described
by the low-frequency normal modes.
The ENM-ED-CG method has also been applied here to
several biologically important systems. Two proteins, the
HIV-1 CA protein dimer (CA dimer) and ATP-bound
G-actin, were used for comparison with our previous results
obtained with ED-CG based on PCA from an MD trajectory.
The symmetric ENM-ED-CG four-, six-, and eight-site
models of the CA dimer are almost the same as those
obtained with MD þ PCA. The ED-CG seven-site modelsFIGURE 5 The ENM-ED-CG models of the Arp2 and
Arp3 subunits from the 34-site models of the Arp2/3
complex (Fig. 3). (a) The seven-site model of Arp2 in
the inactive Arp2/3 complex (Fig. 3 a, gray). (b) The
seven-site model of Arp2 in the active Arp2/3 complex
(Fig. 3 b, gray). (c) The seven-site model of Arp3 in the
inactive Arp2/3 complex (Fig. 3 a, orange). (d) The
eight-site model of Arp3 in the active Arp2/3 complex
(Fig. 3 b, orange).
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their quantitative CG sequence similarity (Eq. 17).
In the case of CG models of the Arp2/3 complex, it is, to
our knowledge, the first time ED-CG has been carried out on
such a large multi-protein assembly (e.g., a system signifi-
cantly larger than the HIV-1 CA dimer and G-actin). The
ENM-ED-CG analysis was finished in a fairly short time
(2–3 h) on a regular desktop computer, which indicates
that the method may readily handle even larger biomolecular
complexes. However, the complexity to define a 34-site
model of the Arp2/3 complex is significant and the conver-
gence of the algorithm suffers due to the large number of
possible permutations. In this case, the model with the lowest
residual in all the final sets is most likely not the global
minimum. It may not be a good representative of the
ENM-ED-CG model of the Arp2/3 complex because it is
just a random set that appears only once and its residual is
not significantly lower than many other models. Therefore,
a divide and conquer procedure should be used to obtain
a more robust ENM-ED-CG model of the complex, which
can be divided into two steps. The first step is to take the
average number of CG sites in each subunit from the 400
final sets, which converges quite well after minimization
(Fig. 4). After an optimal number of CG sites in each subunit
are determined, the second step is to variationally optimize
the positions of CG sites in each subunit, separately.
Through this divide and conquer strategy, the computational
complexity (the number of possible permutations) is substan-
tially reduced and the convergence of the algorithm in each
subunit is far superior. The CG model obtained by this two-
step strategy should be more robust than the model with the
lowest residual because it is an average of all the final sets
that can remove the random noise from any single set. In
the mean time, the residual of the divide and conquer model
is usually as low as the lowest residual. The resulting ENM-
ED-CG 34-site models of the inactive and active Arp2/3
complex show good agreement with the experimental struc-
tural data and current activation model.
For a system like the Arp2/3 complex, or an even larger
biomolecule, it would be computationally expensive to
perform a very long time atomistic MD simulation so as to
achieve a converged PCA. Moreover, because the lowest-
frequency PCA modes (and those most relevant to define
ED-CG models based on PCA) in a system take the longest
to converge (54), the required amount of MD simulation time
for developing CG models of large complexes may well be
prohibitive at this time. A main advantage of the ENM-
ED-CG method, therefore, is that one can readily build
a CG model based on ENM modes from a single structure
instead of relying on PCA modes obtained from a MD trajec-
tory, because no MD simulation is needed in the former.
ENM modes are calculated from a single structure. If
a biomolecular system has distinct conformational states,
the ENM modes between them will be more or less different,
which may lead to different ENM-ED-CG models. Theconstruction of a proper ED-CG model that captures the
dynamics at several conformational states remains to be
addressed, to study conformational transitions between
multiple states by CG modeling.
Before using the ENM-ED-CG method, one should also
pay close attention to the quality of ENM modes. Sometimes
an ENM may reproduce a so-called ‘‘tip effect’’ (10).
A ‘‘tip’’, which is usually a region protruding out of the
main body of the biomolecule, may have unrealistic large
amplitude fluctuations probably due to its few and unbal-
anced elastic interactions with the other regions in ENM.
This artifact may affect the quality of the ENM modes
even with low frequencies, which will lead to unreasonable
ENM-ED-CG models because protein dynamics described
by these ENM modes are unrealistic. The tip effect was
not observed in all the three systems in this article by using
a regular ENM. If it happens, a modified ENM with a more
complicated elastic potential (10) can be used to eliminate
this artifact systematically.
A potential use of the ENM-ED-CG method is to define
CG models directly from low-resolution structural data
obtained by cryo-EM. The technique of cryo-EM can
provide low-resolution structures of many large biomolec-
ular assemblies (55,56), which are difficult to study by x-ray
crystallography or NMR. A number of such studies indicate
that these low-resolution structures are sufficient to provide
at least low-frequency dynamics of biomolecular systems
because they mainly depend on the shape of the biomolecule
rather than on its atomic details (8,57). Therefore the
ENM-ED-CG method can be applied to these low-resolution
structures with less accuracy than the atomistic model. In
particular, a vector quantization approach is used to discre-
tize the cryo-EM density map into a set of landmark points
(58,59), and an ENM with these points is then built to repre-
sent the cryo-EM structure (18–20). After the normal modes
are calculated by this model, the ENM-ED-CG method can
be applied to define CG sites for these low-resolution struc-
tures. This avenue of research will be explored in the future
both in a general sense and for particular important biomo-
lecular systems.
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